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URUGUAY               COUNTRY

3.251.526 population

        40% live in Montevideo (capital city).
          5% live in rural areas.

EDUCATION

342.356 primary school children.

          82% in public schools.

2081 public schools.

          54% in rural areas.
          6%  school children in rural areas.

98% literate in primary school.

2/3 of students complete basic secondary 
education cycle

Only 1/3 complete the upper secondary education 
cycle
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PLAN CEIBAL

2005 Contact with OLPC.

2007 Project launch.

2009 Full distribution of XO in primary schools. 
Connectivity. Teacher training.

2010 Connectivity in secondary schools. Training of 
secondary school teachers and advanced students. 
Incentives for teachers to purchase computers.
Initial distribution of XO (d/b) and “Magallanes” 
(d/b) in basic secondary schools.

2011 Replacement of computers to students of basic 
secondary schools. Distribution in technological 
baccalaureates and reintegration schools programs.

2012 Full distribution of XO in secondary schools. 
Visual-motor adaptations. Research. Robotics kits. 
Sensors. Digital Library. Video Conferencing. Content 
Management Platform. Family-oriented programs. 
Evaluation online.
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MONITOREO Y EVALUACIÓN 2009-2011                                                        

Relevamiento anual en 200 escuelas

Encuestas autoadministradas y entrevistas
Niños de 3º a 6º ………………..           
Familias de niños de 1º a 6º….. 
Directores……………………….
Maestros de 1º a 6º…………….

Actividades con XO:  
Niños de 3º a 6º …………..……

5299 
6801
184
 804

839
142 grupos . 
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SCRATCH EVENTS IN URUGUAY

2009 Individual experiences by teachers.

2010 First “Short films competition with
XO animation“ (Scratch / Etoys) 

2011 Scratch training for all
computer teacher (secondary schools)
Second “Short films competition”

2012 Teacher training in Scratch (primary 
schools) in selection of schools.
Third “Short films competition”

• Monitoring in primary schools (2011) shows 
low frequency of use Scratch activities by 
teachers.
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Monitoring and Evaluation in
2011 proposed a study about:

“Tasks with XO activities”.

Children from 3° to 6° in
primary schools.

839 children
142 groups.

STUDY OBJECTIVES:

To determine the fluency in the use of some activities and
compare them.

To investigate the relationship between the use of these
activities and certain attributes that are traditionally
recognized as determinants of school performance, such as 
grade level and social context.

PROPOSED TASKS:

Make a semantic map with 
Labyrinth activity.

Make descriptive text with 
Write activity.

Set animation to an object 
with Scratch activity.

Draw a geometric figure with
TuxPaint activity.    
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PLANILLA DE REGISTRO                     
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PLANILLA DE REGISTRO                     
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Finished work looked like this:

Labyrinth     
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Write 

Finished work looked like this:
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TuxPaint 
   

Finished work looked like this:
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Scratch   

Finished work looked like this:
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OUTCOME ANALYSIS

Children 2011.Tasks with Scratch activity (%)

Does not perform the task

The task is incomplete:
Character not animated

The task is complete:
 animated character.
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Informe: Actividades con la XO, 2011
  

Children 2011.Tasks with Scratch activity (%)

Children 2011.Tasks with Scratch activity, 
according to grade level (%)OUTCOME ANALYSIS

The task is complete:
Character animated 

Does not perform the task
The task is incomplete: character not animated 
character.The task is complete: character animated 
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Informe: Actividades con la XO, 2011
  

OUTCOME ANALYSIS
Children 2011.Tasks with Scratch activity, 
according to grade level (%)

Children 2011.Tasks with Labyrinth activity, 
according to grade level (%)

Does not perform the task
The task is incomplete: character not animated
The task is complete: animated character.

Does not perform the task
The task is incomplete: character not animated
The task is complete: animated character.
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Informe: Actividades con la XO, 2011
  

OUTCOME ANALYSIS
Children 2011.Tasks with Scratch activity, 
according to grade level (%)

Children 2011.Tasks with Labyrinth activity, 
according to grade level (%)

Does not perform the task
The task is incomplete: character not animated
The task is complete: animated character.

Does not perform the task
The task is incomplete: character not animated
The task is complete: animated character.
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MAIN RESULTS:

• The performance of children varies according to the tasks proposed: 6/10 managed 
to complete the task in Tux Paint; 5/10 in Labyrinth; 4/10 in Scratch; 3/10 in Write.

• The variation in performance shows interesting aspects: when we give children tasks 
related to typical office style computer use, the influence of a grade style school system is 
clear. However, when it comes to tasks such as programming, the results conform to a
lesser extent by grade level.

• The results of the proposed activity with Scratch showed the greatest proximity 
among children in higher grades and lower grades.

• Work experience gained in multi-grade (rural) schools, affects its performance.
In several of the proposed tasks –particularly in the Scratch task- the performance of 
these children in the lower ages (equivalent to 3th and 4th) was comparatively higher 
than their age peers in graduate schools (urban schools).

• In relation to social context, Labyrinth was the activity that showed greatest distance 
between children from different backgrounds and Tux Paint was found the closest.
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Thank you

mperez@anep.edu.uy

   www.anep.edu.uy
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